KNOW BEFORE YOU GO
In This Guide

The information in this guide describes the accessibility of venues for people with and without disabilities. Site reviews were completed to assess the accessibility of parking, path of travel, on-site accessibility (including restrooms, lighting, and wayfinding signage), and nearby attractions. Use the information provided in this guide to make the best-informed decision for yourself when planning to attend an event during The Hartford Nationals in Birmingham, Alabama.

Disclaimer:

All the information provided in this guide is based on independent site visits completed from February, 2023 – April, 2023. The amount of detail and accessibility information available for each venue may vary. Please note the information in this guide is intended to provide information about the accessibility of venues. It does not constitute compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act or other accessibility laws.
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Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
   
   Comments: The sidewalk has benches that may make it difficult to navigate.

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No
   
   Comments: No designated parking but could park in the lot if construction is complete.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
• Requires minimal force to open door
• Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
• Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
• Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
• Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
• Grab bars
• Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
• Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • Braille

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • Yes there are steps but a ramp is also available inside.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • Online menu available.

Golden Dragon, Inc.

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
    • There is not a connecting path or sidewalk

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
• Slope is not extreme
• Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • The site does not have restrooms

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • The site does not have restrooms

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • No present accessibility features

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • Online menu available.
Aldridge Gardens

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - No entrance at venue

Comments: They have a gate, but it is traditionally open when you walk inside.

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
- Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. **The restroom stalls have the following:**
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)

### Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. **Are the following present at the venue?**
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
    - Dirt/grass
    - Gravel/rocks

11. **The facility has the following:**
    - A front desk or information desk that can be reached by someone in a wheelchair

12. **Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?**
    - Large print

13. **Other comments about the venue:**
    - The young lady working the gate at the front stated that she believes they have a braille map for someone who needs it.

---

**Galleria Area**

**Ashley Mac’s**

**Section I: Parking and Entrance**

1. **If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?**
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

Comments: Path is not directly in front of restaurant. Other restaurants in the area have patio seating that could make navigating difficult.

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - Yes

Comments: Lots of parking, none designated.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

Comments: Stalls are small.

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers
Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • No signage available

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • Online menu available.

Baha Burger

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Parking is not directly in front of the building. Some of the parking lot has potholes.

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
6. **Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?**
   - Yes

   Comments: Not designated but could park in lot.

7. **Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?**
   - Yes

   Comments: Not designated but could drop off in front of restaurant.

---

**Section II: Restrooms**

8. **The restroom entrance has the following:**
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. **The restroom stalls have the following: (select all that apply)**
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

---

**Section III: On-Site Accessibility**

10. **Are the following present at the venue? (select all that apply)**
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. **Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features? (select all that apply)**
    - Braille

12. **Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?**
    - No they do not have accessible menu's or a QR code available.

13. **Are the tables accessible and at standard height.**
    - Yes, all low top tables with removeable seating.

14. **Are there steps within the restaurant**
    - There are no steps within the restaurant.
Bluff Park Diner

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
   Comments: No accessible parking.

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - None of the above

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - There are no curb cuts, sidewalk, or path

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised
   Comments: Stalls are small.

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
• Grab bars
• Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
• Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
   • No they do not have accessible menu's or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Yes, all low top tables with removable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • None

Firebirds

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Chairs are present, but not in aisle. Also there are some large potted plants but not obstructive.
3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - None of the above

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60" wide x 56" deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17"-19" from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    - Ramp
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    - Braille

12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
    - Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    - Some low top and some high top tables.
14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • Online menu available.

## J. Alexander’s

### Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • Yes

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • Yes

### Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
9. **The restroom stalls have the following:**
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles

**Section III: On-Site Accessibility**

10. **Are the following present at the venue?**
    - Ramp
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. **Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?**
    - Braille
    - Pictograms/ symbols

12. **Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?**
    - No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available

13. **Are the tables accessible and at standard height?**
    - Low top tables but not all removeable seating.
    - Some low top and some high top tables.

14. **Are there steps within the restaurant?**
    - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. **Other comments about the venue:**
    - Online menu available.

**Jim N Nicks**

**Section I: Parking and Entrance**

1. **If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?**
    - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
    - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
    - Designated van accessible spaces
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. **If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:**
    - At least standard width (36 inches)
    - Free of obstacle and hazards
3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - Yes

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    - Braille

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    - No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available
13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • Dining area is tight.
   • Online menu available.

Johnny Brusco’s Pizza

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Outdoor patio with obstructions that may make it difficult to navigate.

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • Unknown

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • Unknown

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door
• Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
• Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
• Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
• Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
• Grab bars
• Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
• Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
• Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
• No accessibility features

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
• No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
• Yes, all low top tables with removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
• There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
• Push button to flush toilet.
• Online menu available.
• Obstructed pathway to restroom at time of accessibility assessment.

Moe’s Original BBQ

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
• Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
• Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
• Designated van accessible spaces
• Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
• At least standard width (36 inches)
• Free of obstacle and hazards
• Slope is not extreme
• Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. **If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:**
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. **If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?**
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. **The site entrance has the following features:**
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. **Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?**
   • Yes
   Comments: No designated parking but could possibly park in lot.

7. **Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?**
   • Yes
   Comments: Not designated but could drop off in front.

**Section II: Restrooms**

8. **The restroom entrance has the following:**
   • Requires minimal force to open door
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. **The restroom stalls have the following:**
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles

**Section III: On-Site Accessibility**

10. **Are the following present at the venue?**
    • Ramp
• Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • Braille

12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
   • No they do not have accessible menu's or a QR code available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • Online menu available.

Twin Peaks

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
7. **Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?**
   - Yes

**Section II: Restrooms**

8. **The restroom entrance has the following:**
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. **The restroom stalls have the following:**
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles

**Section III: On-Site Accessibility**

10. **Are the following present at the venue?**
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. **Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?**
    - Braille

12. **Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?**
    - Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu
    - They have large print menu's available

13. **Are the tables accessible and at standard height?**
    - Some low top and some high top tables.

14. **Are there steps within the restaurant?**
    - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. **Other comments about the venue:**
    - Online menu available.

**Hoover Library**

**Section I: Parking and Entrance**
1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface
   • A detectable warning

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • Separate accessible entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Power assist or automatic door
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • Yes

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles

Section III: On-Site Accessibility
10. Are the following present at the venue?
   - Elevator
   - Ramp
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. The facility has the following:
   - A front desk or information desk that can be reached by someone in a wheelchair

Comments: Sensory bags are available.

12. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   - Braille

13. Other comments about the venue:
   - None

---

Oak Mountain Area

2 Pesos Cantina

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - There is not a connecting path or sidewalk

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme

Comments: Parking lot leads to the front door, not a big path.

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
• Minimal force required to open door
• Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Comments: Depending on the time of day, you may have space to drop off but typically there is no drop off spot.

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Grab bars
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • No signage available

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    Restaurant Manager stated that they are willing to assist with menu reading for any individual who would need a braille menu.

Creekside BBQ

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
• Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • None of the above

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • None of the above

Comments: Not an easy restaurant to access from the parking lot in terms of space and walkway.

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Comments: Depending on the time of day, you may have space to drop off but typically there is no drop off spot.

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Grab bars

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    Comments: Newer restaurant built in an old space!

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • No signage available

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.
14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
This restaurant is not one I would recommend as the table space is tight, the patio area is not easy to access. The drinking foundation area is a bit high, and most tables are booths with tables that can’t be moved.

Edgars-Pelham (off main road, a little bit behind 2 Pesos)

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms
8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • Large print

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu
    • They have large print menu’s available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Yes, all low top tables with removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • This restaurant has a mix of indoor and outdoor seating that would be accessible.

Full Moon BBQ

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths
from the parking area:
- At least standard width (36 inches)
- Free of obstacle and hazards
- Slope is not extreme
- Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    - None of the above

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    - None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    - They have large print menu’s available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
b. Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

Margarita Grill

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Designated van accessible spaces

Comments: 3 spots but two of them would require you to go into the road to get to the curb.

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • There is not a connecting path or sidewalk

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:

Comments: Small sidewalk but it isn’t the greatest and you can’t get to it from your spots.

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Grab bars

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
• Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • No signage available

12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
   • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • Restaurant Manager stated that they have staffed trained to assist with menu reading or providing alternative formats to view the menu when requested.

---

**Oak Mountain Brewing**

**Section I: Parking and Entrance**

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No
Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • None

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • No signage available

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Typical brewery type seating with a mix of options.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • None.

Pelham Diner

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • None of the above

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • There are no curb cuts, sidewalk, or path

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance
5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • No accessibility features

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

    Comments: Not a great choice for accessibility

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • None

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    None

Beer Hog/Oysters on the Half Shelf

Section I: Parking and Entrance
1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

   Comments: Former school so parking is pretty standard and accessible.

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?

   Comments: Multiple ways to order, can just sit outside or go inside to order for the Beer Hog and Oyster on the Half Shelf has multiple entries, no stairs.

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

   Comments: If not a lot of cars are in the parking lot, you will have space to park a larger vehicle/bus.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • Yes

   Comments: Lots of space to drop off in the front of the restaurants.

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Open corridor entrance (no door)

   Comments: Large open restroom in the building.

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    
    Comments: Original signs have large letters

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu
    • They have large print menu’s available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.
    • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • The building has a lot of open space and areas to eat and enjoy yourself. Both restaurants offer accessible seating.

The Juicy Crab

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage

    Comments: Accessible spots are a bit tight and not a lot of space between spots.

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • There is not a connecting path or sidewalk

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme

    Comments: Parking lot leads to the front door, not a big path.
4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

   Comments: Large parking lot that may be able to accommodate a bus in the back.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

   Comments: Depending on the time of day, you may have space to drop off but typically there is no drop off spot.

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • No signage available

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    Restaurant is in an old Ruby Tuesday building, so it has the same typical accessibility as a Ruby
Spain Park Area

China Doll 2

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: The curb cut meets where two sidewalks jointly come together; the entire corner curb cut is painted blue

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - Don’t know
Comments: Large parking lot but has lots of angles that may be difficult for a large bus to park – unless there are not a lot of spots taken up.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - Don’t know

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - No accessibility features

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - No accessibility features

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
    - Dirt/grass

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    - None of the above

Comments: Large “China Doll 2” sign in red

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    - No, they do not have accessible menus or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    - No answer

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    - Menu available online

Craft Burger

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
Comments: Accessible parking available in parking lot and directly beside sidewalk to enter into restaurant. Some accessible spots only have marking on pavement/ground; some have the sign.

2. **If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:**
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. **If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:**
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. **If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?**
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. **The site entrance has the following features:**
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. **Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?**
   - Don’t know

Comments: There is a very large parking lot since this restaurant is in the same lot as Publix. There would be plenty of space to park a bus in the back of the lot.

7. **Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?**
   - Don’t know

Comments: There is a curb cut in the sidewalk that also includes a van accessible lane; this could be a good spot to unload if needed.

**Section II: Restrooms**

8. **The restroom entrance has the following:**

   Comments: Single stall restroom

9. **The restroom stalls have the following:**

   Comments: Single stall restroom

**Section III: On-Site Accessibility**

10. **Are the following present at the venue?**
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
Comments: Located in a shopping center/Publix area; there are paved sidewalks outside and smooth flooring inside. It is spacious inside to move around.

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   - None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
   - No, they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   - Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    Some low top and high tops that all have removable seating. Some seats have backs and some do not.

Osaka Sushi Bar

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised
6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • Don’t know

Comments: There is a very large parking lot since this restaurant is in the same lot as Publix. There would be plenty of space to park a bus in the back of the lot.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • Don’t know

Comments: There is a very large parking lot since this restaurant is in the same lot as Publix. There would be plenty of space to park a bus in the back of the lot.

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • No answer

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • No answer

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • High-contrast lettering

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No, they do not have accessible menus or a QR code available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • No answer

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • A few booths; a few low top tables with removeable seats

Sanpeggio’s Pizza

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
• Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
• Designated van accessible spaces
• Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: A few accessible spots that include the van accessible lane and a path directly to the restaurant entrance.

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

Comments: Curb cut brightly marked and painted blue.

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • Don’t know

Comments: Large parking lot; would be able to park bus in multiple spots in back of lot if needed.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • Don’t know

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • No answer

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • No answer

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete
11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • No signage available

   Comments: Large restaurant name sign in white and on glass windows

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
   • No, they do not have accessible menus or a QR code available

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.
   • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • Menu also available online. Some low table tops are against the wall where one side of the table is a bench and the other side has removeable seats.

Zapata Mexican Restaurant

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Minimal force required to open door
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised
6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - Don’t know

Comments: Large parking lot with plenty of space for this.

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - Don’t know

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - No answer

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - No answer

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    - None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    - No, they do not have accessible menus or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    - Low top tables but not all removable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    - Can find menu online; low table tops with some removable seating and some booths; checkered floor may be difficult for someone with VI
Stadium Trace/Brocks
Gap Area

Big Whiskey

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - No stairs at the main entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - Yes

Section II: Restrooms
8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Requires minimal force to open door
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
   • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Yes, all low top tables with removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • Yes there are steps no ramp provided.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • The steps in the restaurant give access to an elevated seating section. There is no ramp to get to this section. The bar side of the restaurant is high top only. Small incline to get to turf play area at one entrance, at the other, there are two steps

Brocks Gap

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths
from the parking area:
- At least standard width (36 inches)
- Free of obstacle and hazards
- Slope is not extreme
- Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
- Slope is not extreme
- Free of breaks in surface
- A detectable warning

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
- None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
- Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
- Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
- Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
- No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
- No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
- Requires minimal force to open door
- Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
- Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
- Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
- Grab bars
- Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
- Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
- Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles
- Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
- Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Accessible turf play area.

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
   - No they do not have accessible menu's or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   - Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   - Ramp from upper parking lot (Finley Center) is steep

---

**Cajun Roux**

**Section I: Parking and Entrance**

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

**Section II: Restrooms**
8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

Comments: Handle to exit restroom is part of a deer antler.

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Has outdoor area with ample space to navigate and outside access.

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • No signage available

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • None

Clean Eatz

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete
2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

   Comments: single restroom, no stalls

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete
11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   - None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
   - No they do not have accessible menu's or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   - Yes, all low top tables with removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   - None

Edgars

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface
   - A detectable warning

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - Ramp
   - Signage to accessible entrance

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No
7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

Comments: Single restroom

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Accessible turf play area.

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • Braille

Comments: Braille on restroom signage

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • None

Jubilee Joes
Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - None of the above

Comments: Double doors are heavy. Handles are golden lobsters.

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

Comments: Single restroom

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
   • No they do not have accessible menu's or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • Online menus with pictures. Outdoor area with access from inside and outside the restaurant. Drive through.

Melt

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface
   • A detectable warning

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • None of the above
5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

Comments: Single restroom

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • None

O’Henryys Coffee
Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - Ramp

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

Comments: Single restroom

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   - Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   - Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Accessible turf play area.

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
   • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Low top tables but not all removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • they have a QR code to an app to download the menu

O Sushi

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

Comments: Only ramp available is the one available at the one accessible parking space

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
- Minimal force required to open door
- Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
- Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
- Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. **Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?**
   - No

   Comments: Ample parking as it's attached to the large shopping parking lot

7. **Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?**
   - No

**Section II: Restrooms**

8. **The restroom entrance has the following:**
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   - Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

   Comments: Single restroom, have to pass through closed curtains to get to restroom. Changing table limits space in restroom.

9. **The restroom stalls have the following:**
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars

**Section III: On-Site Accessibility**

10. **Are the following present at the venue?**
    - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. **Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?**
    - None of the above

12. **Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?**
    - Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu.

13. **Are the tables accessible and at standard height?**
    - Yes, all low top tables with removable seating.

14. **Are there steps within the restaurant?**
    - There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. **Other comments about the venue:**
    - Entrance has welcome table upon entering the lobby. Patrons must enter another door in order to get into the seating area. This entrance is blocked by waiting area chairs.
Super Chix

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Two picnic tables are blocking full access to sidewalk.

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
• Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible soap dispensers

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
   • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • They have an app with a QR code to order take out or to view the menu. Outdoor seating is accessible from the restaurant and outside the restaurant.

Taco Mama

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Designated van accessible spaces
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

Comments: Two spaces available for a van.

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface
4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

Comments: Single restroom.

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Grab bars
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60" wide x 56" deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17"-19" from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has accessible faucet handles

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu's or QR codes for the menu?
    • No they do not have accessible menu's or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • Outdoor seating with access from inside the restaurant and outside.
Tre Luna

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   - Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   - Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   - Designated van accessible spaces
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   - At least standard width (36 inches)
   - Free of obstacle and hazards
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   - Slope is not extreme
   - Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   - None of the above

5. The site entrance has the following features:
   - Power assist or automatic door
   - Minimal force required to open door
   - Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   - No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   - No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   - Requires minimal force to open door
   - Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   - Door handles and latches that can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   - Grab bars
   - Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
• Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
• Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
   • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
   • No they do not have accessible menu’s or a QR code available.

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
   • Yes, all low top tables with removeable seating.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
   • There are no steps within the restaurant.

15. Other comments about the venue:
   • Outdoor space with access from inside and outside the restaurant. Outdoor space has mostly high tables, only a few low tables. Has a quiet room.

Walk Ons

Section I: Parking and Entrance

1. If there is parking onsite, are any of these features available?
   • Accessible spaces designated with upright signage
   • Clear aisles adjacent to accessible parking leading to entrance or entrance path
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

2. If there is a sidewalk or path connecting the building entrance to the parking lot, are the paths from the parking area:
   • At least standard width (36 inches)
   • Free of obstacle and hazards
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Surface is firm pavement/concrete

3. If there are curb cuts on the path from the parking area, indicate the following characteristics:
   • Slope is not extreme
   • Free of breaks in surface

4. If there are stairs at the main entrance, is there a ramp, lift, or separate accessible entrance?
   • Ramp
5. The site entrance has the following features:
   • Door handles operable with a closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

6. Is there bus/trailer parking available onsite?
   • No

7. Is there an accessible bus/van drop-off location available onsite?
   • No

Section II: Restrooms

8. The restroom entrance has the following:
   • Door handles can be operated with closed fist without pinching, grasping, or twisting the wrist
   • Door opening is at least standard width (36 inches)
   • Door threshold is flush with the ground or only slightly raised

9. The restroom stalls have the following:
   • Enough space for mobility device (stall is approximately 60” wide x 56” deep)
   • Wheelchair accessible toilets (17”-19” from floor)
   • Inside or outside the stall, restroom has wheelchair accessible sinks (<34 inches from floor)

Section III: On-Site Accessibility

10. Are the following present at the venue?
    • Ramp

11. Does the signage for navigating the site have any of these features?
    • None of the above

12. Do they offer accessible menu’s or QR codes for the menu?
    • Yes they offer a QR code to access their menu

13. Are the tables accessible and at standard height?
    • Some low top and some high top tables.

14. Are there steps within the restaurant?
    • Yes there are steps but a ramp is also available inside.

15. Other comments about the venue:
    • Outdoor seating area with large space and outdoor access. QR code available to download app.